PROTECT INSTITUTIONAL KNOWLEDGE

CMP

®

MONITOR COMPLIANCE STATUS

REDUCE COMPLIANCE VIOLATIONS

(Compliance Management Process)

A simple yet powerful tool to enhance your existing compliance management system.
Mostardi Platt’s CMP is an EHS Compliance Management tool designed to generate and monitor
®

a comprehensive task schedule to meet the unique needs of each individual client. It sets forth a
plan to determine EHS regulations applicable to a given client’s site, generate a compliance task
list, assign the responsible party for each task, and monitor the performance of those tasks.

“The CMP ® that Mostardi Platt introduced has provided a significant resource for our compliance program. In addition to the easy
to use features such as the compliance calendar, email alerts, and tracking deadlines, we use it routinely as a reference for reports,
permits, and other records that support our program. It has become a quick reference for all of our compliance documentation.”
Terry Emmel
Vice President, Facility Operations

“Mostardi Platt’s CMP ® has greatly improved our compliance track record over the years and has ensured that we do not receive
any regulatory violations or fines.”
Tim J. Zernzach
Global Director

Industries currently using Mostardi Platt’s CMP®
Power Generation

Baking Operations

Candy Production

Flavor Production

Printing

Metal Fabrication

Steel Production

KEY FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

Highly Customizable & Intuitive

Tailored to Specific Needs & Easily Navigated

Comprehensive Compliance Tracking

Protects Institutional Knowledge

Document Repository

Maintains Compliance Records

Multiple Levels of Access

Allows Corporate, Legal, & Plant Level Access

Internet-Based

No Software to Install

Secure Host / Password Protected

Protects Confidential Information

Mobile Device Accessible

Provides Easy Access to Information & Monitoring
of Compliance Status 24/7

The CMP can be completely maintained and updated by your facility.
Alternatively, Mostardi Platt can maintain and update some or all of the CMP depending on your needs.
®
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